
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

A Bold Return to the Design Mecca 

65 Reasons to Get Inspired by BRABBU at Salone del Mobile 2017 

 

Milan, April 04-09: The International Furniture Exhibition of Milano presents the latest furniture trends to 

the world and BRABBU will be present for the 5th time to show its impressive collection. Save the date on your 

calendar and be part of the world's largest furniture design event too. Come to the World Capital of Design and live 

à la Italiana all the experience. 

 

Salone del Mobile Milano is the perfect place to show excellence and quality in the sector. During one week 

the world will be able to see and appreciate the work of more than 2,400 exhibitors with more than 300,000 visitors 

from more than 165 different countries and journalists from all over the world. Everybody goes to the event that 

hosts more exhibitions and an impressive number of product launches and as such, BRABBU could not miss.  

 

Discover the New BRABBU Stand Interior 

For this edition at Salone del Mobile Milano, BRABBU will have a new and renovated stand concept. There, 

will be possible find a refreshed image with new bold and contrasting colors that will create an improved 

atmosphere and new esthetics inspired by Italian design artists, as well by the beautiful and romantic Italian 

architecture.  

For the frontage of the stand, and as BRABBU’s head designer Joaquim Sousa refer, “our team used the arcades 

as an innovative architectural element in our stand language, which creates a more dramatic ambience in the 3 different 

room areas inside: the Dining Room, the Living Room and the Bar.” Even the curtains of the stand have an application 

of new fabrics and colors that give a major drama to the environment of the stand combining perfectly with the 

rest of the colors and ambience. 

 

BRABBU Product Launch and the Presentation of the Newest NAICCA Pendant Light 

Every edition, the brand presents new and best seller pieces. And for Salone del Mobile Milano, BRABBU will 

present for the first time in a trade show the ANDES Armchair and the KANSAS Bar Chair in addition to the 65 

unique product models that will be exposed. 



 

 

However, the big surprise for this fair is the presentation of the newest NAICCA Pendant Light - a 

contemporary lighting piece, which like the NAICCA Suspension Light, recalls the Giant Crystal Caves in Mexico 

and represents the legend of crystal origins, created to represent the dancing soul motion. The brass structure and 

the quartz crystal of NAICCA brass chandelier merge together in this contemporary lighting piece to brighten your 

spirit with a dancing touch. A perfect and beautiful lighting piece to place in every contemporary or modern home.  

Another new for this edition is the powerful color refresh of BRABBU pieces with new fabrics of Aldeco 

collection, incorporating even more the intensity and fierceness of the brand in their pieces. Iconic BRABBU pieces 

such Andes Armchair had a beautiful visual change with the new vibrant red color. Another pieces from the 

upholstery collection are beautifully renovated with new colors and they will be exposed for the first time at Salone 

del Mobile Milano. 

 

Walking through the stand is like discovering different stories from the world in one location. All these stories are 

written by the materials, textures, scents, flavors and colors that live inside Nature and urban life. Unique pieces, rich 

colors and striking details that are a gift for the senses. With an elegant and bold palette colors. Every corner of the stand 

is embellished by exclusive, handcrafted furniture and lighting from BRABBU, creating a welcoming ambience like 

anything other you have ever seen. 

To experience all this, come to visit Salone del Mobile Milano and “be the first to see the latest”. 

 

 

 

 

Notes to Editors 

BRABBU Stand location: Pavillion 1-L08 

Salone del Mobile Milano Venue:  

Milan Fairgrounds, Rho (Milan) 

Entrance gates: Porta Est, Porta Sud, Porta Ovest 

Opening hours:  

9.30am – 6.30pm Entrance gates: East Gate, South Gate, West Gate  



 

 

About BRABBU 

BRABBU is a design brand that reflects an intense way of living, bringing fierceness, strength and power into 

an urban lifestyle. With a diverse range of furniture, casegoods, upholstery, lighting and rugs, and through sensory 

design, we pass on a unique experience in every piece we design and produce. With BRABBU you will get more 

than a design piece: you will get a diversity of spaces fulfilled with memories and unique sensations in perfect 

harmony with your spaces and your personality and that’s why we are the choice for the most remarkable high-end 

residential and hospitality projects throughout the world.  

 BRABBU is present at the world’s most renowned design events with new versatile design products for 

eclectic environments that foresee the next trends. We are the choice for the most remarkable high-end residential 

and hospitality projects throughout the world.  
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